Gather ‘round and see the amazing **HOWEVER** in 3 astounding acts!

**Simple Adverb**
- Meaning ‘in whatever manner’ or ‘by whatever means’

**For Example:**
The results were nothing short of amazing however they prepared those tacos!

**Conjunctive Adverb**
- Meaning ‘But’, ‘Nevertheless’, or ‘Regardless of the Fact’

**For Example:**
I ate tacos at that restaurant; however, I wish I had ordered something different.

**Introductory Adverb**
- Meaning ‘But’, ‘Nevertheless’, or ‘Regardless of the Fact’

**For Example:**
However, I enjoyed the chimichangas even more!

See the **semi colon** separate two independent clauses!

See the **comma** separate the introduction and main clause!

Just when you think you’ve seen it all...

**The Simple Adverb Becomes an Insertion!**

**For Example:**
They were, however, the best tacos I’d ever eaten!

See the **commas** bracket the insertion!